Workshop on Supply Chain Planning & Materials Management in SAP ERP

November 25 to 28, 2014
9:00am – 5:00pm
Venue: CEE@IBA, Karachi

OVERVIEW
Supply chain optimization is an emerging focus in the manufacturing industry. SAP has powerful Supply Chain Applications (ERP and SCM) that cater for the needs of manufacturing industry in the modern business world. Be it a process oriented industry or discrete manufacturing, make to order or make to stock strategies, SAP provides variety of solutions catering for the individual needs.

This workshop is targeted for providing a basic understanding of the architecture and functioning of the Operations and Supply Chain functionalities within SAP ERP. It is a short course on planning in SAP using the Materials Management and Production Planning applications. There are five sub modules to the course; each one designed to be done in pre arranged sequence with inter dependency. The course material is developed by Professor Mark Springer of Western Washington University and shall be tailored for delivery in this workshop.

These SAP courses are being internationally offered in various universities under SAP University Alliance Program (UAP), IBA being the pioneer in Pakistan to joins hands with SAP.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
- Supply Chain Executives
- Professional accountants
- System Developers
- All those interested in pursuing career in SAP Supply Chain or understating best practices in materials management and production planning business processes

Testimonials
Amply tailored to the needs of supply chain professionals.

Mr. Muhammad Areeb Aijaz
Analyst and Stock Controller, Chevron Pakistan Limited

Training and trainer is good. Such a good knowledge.

Ms. Binish Zahid
Assistant Manager Production Planning and Control, Automotive Spares & Accessories (Pvt.) Ltd.

* Based on Kirkpatrick’s Feedback Rating Model on the scale of 5
**OBJECTIVES**

To understand basic features of supply chain operations in SAP ERP namely Demand Forecasting, Master Production Scheduling, Materials Requisition Planning, Scheduling, Purchasing, and related Accounting integration in Materials Management and Production Planning applications in SAP ERP.

---

**FACULTY**

**Mr. M Asif Jaffer** is a SAP certified application consultant and Assistant Professor at IBA. He has academic and professional credentials like FCMA, ACCA, MA (Economics) and MS Computer Sciences. He has been conducting Accounting and SAP related courses and workshops since three years at IBA.

---

**TOPICS COVERED**

- Introduction to logging on to SAP and Navigation.
- Master Data I: Material Master and Vendors
- Master Data II: BOMs and Routings
- Forecasting and Sales and Operations Planning (SOP)
- Master Scheduling and Material Requirements Planning (MPS & MRP)
- Complete Procurement Cycle and Financial Accounting
- Project: A final project where participants need to do a subset of the processes to plan production and order parts.

---

**PREREQUISITES**

- Basic knowledge of business processes like purchasing, and production, in general
- Prior exposure to SAP interface is preferred but not necessary

---

**Workshop Fees**

**PKR 25,500/participant**

Inclusive of Course material, IBA Workshop Certificate, Lunch, Refreshments & Business networking

---

**Experience**

**EXECUTIVE EDUCATION**

Centre for Executive Education, IBA, Karachi

Center for Executive Education (CEE)
Institute of Business Administration City Campus.
Off Garden Road, Karachi-74400.

---

**For Further Information**

T: (92-21) 38104700 (Ext. 1804, 1805, 1806)
F: (92-21) 38103008
Email: ceeinfo@iba.edu.pk Visit: cee.iba.edu.pk

**For The Most Current Information**

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CEEIBAKarachi
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/groups/IBA-Executive-Education-3148760/about
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/CEEIBA/

---

Contact us for Client Specific Customized Executive Programs & Consultancy